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Energy communitites (early 1900)

— First energy communities beginning of 1900:
• Energy cooperatives of the Alps in Italy (similar initiatives in other EU countries, such as 

Germany)
• Rural electrification
• Established to produce and supply electricity to their members (cooperatives)
• Mainly hydroelectric and developed distribution grid
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Energy communitites (1980s)

— Associated to energy transition since the 1980s
• Wind cooperatives in Denmark (1109 initiatives ~ 40% wind installed in 2002)
• Civic society and environmental movements after Chernobyl disaster in 1986
• In Germany growth of energy communities after Fukushima in 2011 (+ impact of FIT)

Source: Wierling A, Schwanitz VJ, Zeiß JP, Bout C, Candelise C, Gilcrease W, Gregg JS, 2018, Statistical Evidence on 
the Role of Energy Cooperatives for the Energy Transition in European Countries, Sustainability,
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Energy communitites (since 2000s)

— “New wave” since 2000s:
• Energy transition, liberalization of energy markets (new actors, including citizens, SME and local 

authorities)
• Heterogeneous, different types (e.g. production/consumption cooperatives, purchasing groups)
• Rooted in grassroots and environmental movements

— Charaterized by:

• High level of citizens participation (usually imply a form of ownership or financing of energy 
project/activities)

• Citizens directly benefits from the outcomes of the initiatives (economic benefits, social, 
environmental benefits)

— Activities
• Energy supply chain (generation, supply, energy efficiency, e-mobility)
• Social and environmental activities (focus on communities development)
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Target: citizens
Main actors at the origin of initiatives

Main initial investors

Lupi, V.; Candelise, C.; Sciullo, A. “Analyzing Typologies and Determinants of CAIs in the Energy Transition: A 
Survey”. COMETS Deliverable 3.3, 2021

http://www.comets-project.eu/CONTENTS/Publications/Deliverables/D3.3_Survey_Analysis_and_CAI_Profiling.pdf
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Energy supply chain activities
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Environmental and social activities/objectives

Lupi, V.; Candelise, C.; Sciullo, A. “Analyzing Typologies and Determinants of CAIs in the Energy Transition: A 
Survey”. COMETS Deliverable 3.3, 2021

• Environmental care activities (ECA),

• Knowledge and skills creation (K&S)

• Civil society mobilization activities (CSM)

• Strong focus on 
local communities 
development and 
social inclusion

Main social objectives:

Activities beyond energy supply chain

http://www.comets-project.eu/CONTENTS/Publications/Deliverables/D3.3_Survey_Analysis_and_CAI_Profiling.pdf
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Energy communities in EU directives
— First formal definition of energy communities in EU directives: Renewable Energy 

Directive (EU) 2018/2001, Internal Electricity Market Directive (EU) 2019/944: Renewable 
Energy Communities and Citizens Energy Communities

• energy communities of production (self consumption of distributed generation)

• open and voluntary participation

• emphasize control by citizens, local authorities and smaller businesses whose primary 
economic activity is not the energy sector

• primary purpose to provide environmental, economic or social community benefits for its 
shareholders or members or for the local areas where it operates, rather than financial 
profits

— In Eu directives (2018-2019) introduce a “dual purpose”:

• “energy purpose”, i.e. the need to increase local self-consumption within the energy system 
in order to allow higher levels of intermitted renewable generation in the energy systems

• “social  impact purpose”, i.e to provide economic, social and environmental benefits for 
members and communities
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Social innovation in energy

— Energy communities are socially innovative 
models of implementation of energy projects 
and services (as characterized by a strong 
level of citizen involvement and 
participation)

— Multi-level role in the energy transition, from 
the techno-economic and social perspectives

— Energy Justice issues are key aspects of 
discussion, especially engaging 
marginalized groups (women, low-income 
households, etc) in decision making and 
distribution of benefits
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E.g. : energy community and energy
poverty

— Potential economic benefits to vulnerable people:

• reduction in energy bills - depending whether /how vulnerable people participate

• receiving additional income from selling the excess production and dividends - depending on 
whether citizens have capital to participate/invest

• Creation of local/community benefits – depending on implementation model and internal rules 
on distribution/redistribution of economic benefits (e.g. creation of community benefit funds to 
support energy poverty)

— Wider environmental and social benefits:
• providing energy efficiency services and energy saving advise
• promoting education and knowledge sharing
• including vulnerable citizens, increasing social cohesion and community cooperation
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Evidence?

— The majority of energy communities surveyed declare to undertake specific actions to address 
energy poverty or encourage the involvement of vulnerable consumers

Lupi, V.; Candelise, C.; Sciullo, A. “Analyzing Typologies and Determinants of CAIs in the Energy Transition: A 
Survey”. COMETS Deliverable 3.3, 2021

http://www.comets-project.eu/CONTENTS/Publications/Deliverables/D3.3_Survey_Analysis_and_CAI_Profiling.pdf
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Conflicting evidence?
— Energy justice tenets applied to EC & energy poverty (Hanke et al 2021, JRC), evidence:

• Recognition injustice: lack of awareness or understanding of local energy poverty and 
vulnerability needs, or engaged with marginalized groups

• Procedural injustice: most energy communities did not implement procedures to address 
energy poverty, broaden engagement with marginalized groups, or establish financial 
resources to address these shortcomings

• Distributional injustice: the majority of European energy communities sampled did not provide 
benefits (such as lower energy prices or greater energy efficiency services) to local vulnerable 
populations

— Initial evidence of higher participation to energy communities for higher income people (e.g. 
Wierling et al. 2021) 

• -> Poverty (and access to capital) as a barrier of entry 

— Energy communities are often small, not professionally skilled and under financial 
constraints

• -> barrier to implementation of wider social/environmental activities
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Looking forward and research needs
— Academic and research debate going from “getting to know them”:

• Mapping and characterization of energy communities
• Analysis of conditions for deployment
• Analysis of motivation to participate (economic versus social/environmental motivations)

• Since EU Directives: modelling economics of implementation (pricing, sizing, optimization of 
consumers/prosumers benefits, economics of integration into the grid, regulatory design)

— ..to “evaluation of impacts”:

• Economic, social and environmental impacts
• Need to delve into different implementation models (proponent and type of consumers, assets’ 

property and financing characteristics,  objectives)
• Qualitative (case studies/surveys) and quantitative estimation (indicators, aggregated analysis)

— To support evidence based policy making 
• Assess how implementation models respond to EU Directive purposes: “energy” and “social impact”

• Optimize policy incentives (e.g. additional/different policy support, such as grants to feasibility 
studies etc)
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Inventory of citizen-led initiatives

A Europe-wide inventory with over 10,000 
initiatives and 16,000 production units in 29 
countries, focusing on the past 20 years.
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